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1. Introduction and Notations 

Let P be a partiaIly ordered set. By the interval topology of P, we mean that 

defined by taking the cIosed intervals [a , b], [-∞， a]， and [a, ∞] of P as a 

sub-base of cIosed sets. Let f be a map~ing of a partially ordered set P , intC) an 

other partially ordered set P2• In this paper, we first obtain a necessary an ::l 

sufficient condition that f be a continuous in their interval topologies. This cond

ition, stated in theorem 1, can be applied to show that if f is a complete isotone 

of a complete lattice into a complete lattice, then f is a continuous in their 

interval topologies. 

N. Funayama [2] has introduced an imbeddi앤 operator ø i n the family of 

subsets of P , and has defined a comþ!etion P rþ of P by the imbedding operator 

ø. And he has obtained a lot of interesting results that P is imbedde:i into somc 
complete lattice. In theorem 2 we consider conditions under which P is continuo

usely imbedded into a complete lattice with respect to their interval topologies. 

T. Naito [3] has introduced the concept of CP-ideal topology. In ~3 ， we shalI 

deal with similar results of ~2 with respect to CP-ideal topology. 

We shalI use 1, 1.α， 1αβ， J, J a' Jαβ， to denote cIosed intervals in ~ 2 and to 

denote CP-ideals or dual CP-ideals in ~ 3. We denote the join and the meet of two 

elements x and y of a lattice by xUy and xny respectively, the join and the mect 

of aIl elements of a set (a".1 α /'",6.) by sup arr and inf aα respectively. A V B and 
‘ a~L1 ‘ a~L1 -

V Xty will be used to denote the set union of two sets A and B, and of sets of 
α~L1 --

the family (Xα 1αε4} , and AAB and A. Xg are the set intersections of them. 
aUJ 

FinaUy, the complement of a set A wiIl be denoted by AC
• 

2. IntervaI topoIQgy. 

We here note that if a subset S of P is a cIosed set in it’s interval topology, 

then S may bc expressed as an intersection of the sets which are unions of a 

finite nurn싸π of cIosed intervals in p: 
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where 1αβ is the form of [a, b], [a, + ∞]， or [-∞， b] , Thus an open subset 0 

in P is expressed as 

nα 

0= \í' (A r.,J 
aβ=1 -~ 

Let P be a partially ordered set, A SUbSèt S of P is called to be covered by a 

finite closed intervals of P if there exist a finite number of closed intervals 1 n 

such that S C \í'n1n' 

We first prove the following theorem: 

THEOREM 1, Let P 1 αzd P 2 be two þartially ordered sets, and 1 a maþþillg 

01 P 1 into P 2, 1 is continuoμs in their inteγval toþologies il and 0ηly il lor any 

closed z'nterνal J 01 P2 and any element x 01 P 1 such that x E 1- 1 (]), there exists 

a covering 01 I-I (J) by means 01 a linite number 01 closed intervals none 011νhich 

contains x 

PROOF, Suppose that 1 is a continuous mapping of P 1 into P 2, And xlil-I (J) 

for a closed interval J of P 2 and an element x of P 1, Since 1- 1 (J) is a closed 
na 

set in P 1, it may be expressedasfollowing I-I (J)=^ {V.Iαβ }, where Iaβ is a 
a 8=1 μ 

nao nao 
closed interval in P 1, Thus x ~ V 1’‘R for some α0 ， Moreover 1- 1 (])ζ V I~.R and 

β=1 “ UF g=1 ” F 

x~I <<.8 (l든R르na.) ， Conver3ely, for an element x of P 1, let O2 be a neighborhood 

of I(x) in P 2, 1t suffices to show that fúr some open subset 0 1 contining x, 0 1 

ζ1- 1 (02 ) ， Thus we may assume that O2 is an open set in P 2, which may be 
ηα 

expressed as O2 = V (^ J찌 , where J fl' B is a closed interval or the empty set or P2 , 
gβ=1 -~ • r 

And there exists a closed intervals Jα.8 such that I(x) 센αoβ ， i, e, xV - 1 clαoβ ) for 

some αo and all ß corresponding to α0 ， By the hypotheses, there are a finit) number 

of closed intervals I~ (뼈) such that 1- 1 (Jαoβ) Ç， v"I~ , i, e, (VnI~)c 도1- 1 (J~.8) for 

ηαo nαu 

each ß, On the other hand, xε ^ (vηIβ)C 드 ^_ I-I (J~.R) [/- 1(02) , which comp-
β=1 .. "" 8=1 “'" 

letes the proof, 
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A mapping f of a partially ordered set P 1 into P2 is calIed a complete isotoπe 

if supxf)'> sup/(xfY) exist and x=supx~ implies I(x) =sup/(xα) ， and it’s dual. 
a(L1 - QfLl -- afLl - αf LI --

Theorem 1 can be applied to show the following 

COROLLARLY 1. Let 1 be a comþlete isotoηe 01 a complete lattice P 1 into a 

c()11φletf? lattice P2• Then 1 is c01Ztinuous in their iηterval topologies. 

PROOF. Let J be a closed interval in P2 and x an element in P 1 such that 

X~/-I (/). We shall show that there is a closed interval 1 in P 1 not containing x 

such that 1- 1 (/ ) 드1. If the set S= [y f PII/(y) f Jl is empty, then we may take 

the empty set as 1. Therefore we may assume that S is non-empty. Let a=inf 

S, b=sup S. If we suppose xε [a ,b], then I(X)fJ because 1 is a cO[，~plete isotone. 

It fo lIows that X f 1- 1(/) which is contrary. Clearly we see that 1- 1 (/)ζ [a， b]. 

which completes the proof. 

N. Funayama [2J has defined an imbedding operator cþ in the family of subsets 

of a partially ordered set P. A is called cþ-closed if cþ(A) =A. All the cþ-closed sets 

form a complete lattice P tþ under set inclusion. 감 is called the comþletion of P 

by the imbedding operator cþ. And he has proved that if a collection Q = [A서 of 

subsets of P satisfies the following conditions: (i) every A ", is an ideal of P, i. e. 

afA", and x르a then xfA"" (ii) every principal ideal is a member of Q, (iii) Q 

is M-complete, i. e. for any subset (B서 of Q, ^",B ", f Q, (iv) P f Q, then there 

exists an uniquely determined imbedding opertor cþ on P such that Q=Pø• 
The theorem 2 of r2J says that let cþ be an imbedding operator on P, then P 

is imbedded into P ø by 1: I(a) = (aJ (= principal ideal generated by a) , where 

1 is O-isomorphism, i. e. I(a) 르I(b) if and only if a르b. 

The lemma 2 and theorem 2 of [2J and theorem 1 give us the following lemma: 

LEMMA 1. Let P be a partially ordered set. 11 there z.s a collectio1Z Q sat

z.sfying U) ~'Uv) in P, and zf the mαpping 1: I(a) = (aJ 01 P into Q satislies 

the hypothesis 01 theorem 1, then P is continuousely imbedded z.nto the comþlete 

lattice Pø (=Q). 

Hence, by above lemma 1 and corollarly, we have 

THEOREM 2. Under the hyþotheses 01 lemma 1, il g is a comþlete z.sotoηe 
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01 P ø into a comþlete lattice L , then P is contiημousely imbcdded in L by gol in 

to L in their interval toþologies. 

3. CP-ideaI topoIogy 

ln this section, we denote P to be a lattice. An ideal 1 is said to be a þrime 

ideal if and only if xny implies x f 1 0 1' Y f 1. A prime ideal 1 is called a CP-ideal 

if and only if the following condition holds: if (Xa I αεLI) ζ 1 and the1'e exists 

supXα ， then supxα f 1. Dually, a dual p1'ime ideal and a dual CP-ideal a1'e defined 
αfJ aul 

(T. Naito [3]). The union of (all CP-ideals of P) , (all dual CP-ideals of P) and 

얘， P) is denoted by .ß.p, where rþ is the empty set. We 1'ecall that the CP-ideal 

topology of a lattice P is that defined by taking the elements of .ßV as a sub-base 

of closed sets of the space P. 

In the same way as in ~ 2, We can p1'ove the following 

THEOREM 3. Let P 1 and P 2 be two lattices, aηd 1 is maþþing 01 P 1 into 

P 2• 1 is continuoμs tη their CP-ideal toþologies il and only il lor aηy member J 
01 .ßV 01 P 2 and any element X 01 P 1 such that X~/-I (J) there exists a covering 

01 1- I (J) by means 01 a linite number 01 members 01 .ßV noηe 01 which contains x. 

As a co1'ollarly of the theo1'em 3, we also have 

COROLLARLY 2. Let 1 be a comþlete isotone 01 a comþlete lattice P 1 into a 

comþlete lattice P 2• Then 1 is a continuous maþþt'ng 01 P 1 into P 2 쩌 their CP-ideal 

toþologies. 

PROOF. Let J be a membe1' of .ßV of P 2 and x an element in P 1 such that 

x~/- ’ (J). We shall show that there exists a membe1' 1 of .ßV of P 1 not contain

ing x such that 1- I (끼 드1， We consider J into three cases: 

(i) J is a nonvoid CP-ideal. Let S= (YrfPdl (Yr)fJ). If S=rþ , i.e. 1-1 (J )=rþ 

we then take the empty set as 1. And we may assume S놓ø. Set a=supS , Then 

(a] is a CP-ideal of P 1, Fo1', if unv ε (a ]， then I(μ)n/(v) 든sup I(Yr)f J. Thus we 

have either I(μ) f J 0 1' I(v) f ], i. e. μ f(a] 0 1' V f(a]. It follows that (a] is a 

prime ideal. And if (Xa IαεLI) and there exists SUpXa, then clearly S,UpXa f(a J. 
aεA gf4 

Mo1'eove1' we can see easily: x~(a] and 1-1(J)Ç, (a J. 

(ii) ] is a nonvoid dual CP-ideal, This is a dual of (i) , 
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(iii) J = rjJ. In this case, we may take the empty set as 1. This provcs OUI 

corollarly. 

We recall (Funayama. [2]) that if a partially ordered set P is imbedded in a 

complete lattice L by a mapping (), () is called J-density if any element x in L 

can be represented as a join of elements of ()(P) , that is x=sup9(ar) , where arEP, 

And in [2] , he noted that if P is imbedded in L J-densely by (), then ()(a) =inf 
r 

()(ar ) in L if and only if a=inf ar in P. 
r 

LEMMA 2. Let a lattice P be imbedded in a complete lattice L J-densely by 

(). Sμ:ppose that (xα|αε.1 )ζPaηd there exists a=s때 Xα then ()(a)=s때() (xa). 
a~j a~j 

Then () is a continuous maPPing 01 P ùzto L in their CP-ideal topologies. 

PROOF. It is sufficient to show that for some CP-ideal J of L , S = (x E P I 
()(X)Ej) is also a CP-ideal of P. In fact, clearly S is a prime ideal of P. And if 

( X，α ! αε.1) ζS and there exists sup x'" in P, then we have sup x，α ε S because ()(sup 
αd ’ au1 α 

Xa ) = sup() (Xa ) E J. Hence S is a CP-ideal of P. And dually. 
α 

Theorem 2 of [2] and lemma 2 give us the following 

THEOREM 4. Let rjJ be an imbeddhzg operator on a lattice, aηd rjJ용 : rjJ*(a) = 

(a] be the mapPz"ng 01 P into P rþ such that rjJ*(x) = sμ:p rjJ*(x",) zf x=sμ:p x'" cxists. 
a aELJ 

And il 1 be a complete isotone 01 P rþ z'nto a complete lattice L. Then P is conti

nμously imbedded into L in their CP-ideal topologies. 
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